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В. Lukács, J . Ladik: About the possibility of a generalized metric KFKI 1991 30/B 

ABSTRACT 

The metric (the structure of the space-time) may be dependent on the properties of the 
object measuring it. In this paper we have investigated the case of size dependence of the 
metric. For this dependence the simplest possible form of the metric tensor has been 
constructed which fulfils the following requirements: i) there be two extremal characteristic 
scales; ii) the metric be unique and the usual between them; ill) the change be sudden In the 
neighbourhood of these scales; lv) the size of the human body appear as a parameter 
(postulated on the basis of some philosophical arguments). Estimates have been made for the 
two extremal length scales according to existing observations. 

Б. Лукач, й. Ладик: 0 возможности обобщенной метрики. KFKI-1991 -30/В 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Метрика (структура пространство-времени) может зависеть от свойств измеряю
щего ее тела. В работе исследуется возможность зависимости метрики от размера. 
Дается самая простая форма метрики, удовлетворяющая четыре условия: а) имеет два 
крайних характеристических масштаба; б) между ними метрика является однозначной 
и обычной; е̂  при приближении к этим масштабам перемены происходит внезапно; 
г) размер тела человека является параметром (на основании некоторых философских 
аргументов). Из существующих наблюдений дается оценка двух масштабов. 

Lukácc В., Ladik J.: Egy általánosított metrika lehetőségéről KFKI 1991 30/B 

KIVONAT 

A metrika (a téridő szerkezete) függhot az őt mérő test tulajdonságaitól E műben 
megvizsgáltuk a metrika méreifüggősógének lehelőségéi. Ez esetre megalkoiiuk a metrikus 
tenzor legegyszerűbb olyan formáját meiy kielégíti az alábbi feltételeket: a) kót karakterisztikus 
méretskála lépjen fel; b) köztük a metrika legyen változatlanul a szokásos; с) а karakterisztikus 
méret közelében a változás legyen gyors, és d) az emberi méret (bizonyos filozófiai 
meggondolásokból) jelenjen meg a képletekben A létező megfigyelésekből becslésekel 
teszünk a két méretskálára. 
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í. imoDocTioa 
Physics describes in a compact and quantitative way the ob

servations what humans can perform with a help of a measuring 
tool on different objects of nature. In other words physical mea
surements always necessarily mean interactions between a human 
(or his tool) and the object which is observed. According to all 
our experiences there is a universal correlation between the out
come of our measurements on an object and the properties of the 
object in itself ("Ding an sich"), otherwise no consistent 
physics could exist and its results could not be used in a con
sistent way in technique. 

On the other hand the existence of this correlation does not 
prove that the objects in themselves have exactly the same prop
erties as they manifest themselves for us humans in our measure
ments. Therefore we feel that we can characterize physics as the 
most accurate known method to describe the results of observa
tions performed by humans on nature. In other words it cannot be 
proven that physics is more than a phenomenologlcal theory which 
describes in a compact way the human experience on objects of na
ture.1) 

With the establishment of the theory of general relativity 
[4} the gravitation has been geometrized. Einstein in his later 
years tried to extend the idea of geometrization to all fcrces 
occurring in nature [5]. Though this program has not been exe
cuted completely in a four-dimensional space, attempts have been 
made in higher dimension» [3,6]. in such a theory the most funda
mental quantity is the square of the line element, ds», measuring 
the distances between different events. In the case if the gravi
tational acceleration is independent of material quality (mass, 
size, ftc.) of the test particle, the resulting metric will be 
unique. On the other hand, if this independence does not hold 
then the metric would depend on some of the above properties of 
the test particle generating different metrics for different test 
particles. 

Let us assume now that the metric depends on the size of the 
test particle. In this case it would be natural to Introduce in 
some way the ratio of the spatial extension of the object which 
we use for the measurement (1 Ш, 0 >) to the extension of the human 
body (ln3lor cm). This ratio Ásím.o./'h l s v e r v large if we 
investigate celestial objects, especially on such large scales 
which are described by general relativistlc equations. When 
A-l we are in the field of classical physics and if we per
form measurements by the help of very small objects (the case of 
quantum theory) then A<<1. The question is whether one can 
Introduce a generalized metric which would remain invariant be
tween 10~ 1 3 and Ю 2 3 cm of 1щ,о, where measurements do not show 
any deviations from the Known law of gravitation, still it would 
allow deviations from it at extreme large (XL = li/1!» -
10 2 3/10 2 . to2l) and extreme small (x0 = l0/ln i iO~ i a r/io 2 = 
10" 1 5) * values. In other words this would mean that one 
would like to postulate an upper length l^ and an elementary 
length 1 0 outside of which the metric could significantly change 
aHowing a different gravitational law. If such a metric turned 
out to be true, then it could provide a possible solution to the 
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problem of "missing mass" in galaxy clusters, and at the same 
time might give rise to a new possible way of space-time quanti
zation2 J at X<A0. In the next Chapter we shall introduce 
the parameter x defined above into the metric (i.e. into ds» ) 
in a way that it should fulfil the above constraints. 
2. IBTSODUCTIOH OF THE PASAHETES X IНТО THE ЫНЕ ELEMENT ds* 

Our idea is to permit the possibility that the metric g} K 

depend on the size of the measured object. Let us emphasize that 
we do not argue for such a dependence; however we do not want to 
exclude this possibility and therefore a simplified model form is 
to be shown. In this model one can compare extreme observations 
with the predictions of the formulae, e.g. for determining bounds 
for parameters. 

We are going to think in the old philosophical framework of 
3 domains of Nature, as microscopic, macroscopic and megascopic, 
respectively. This would suggest three characteristic lengths: 1 0 

as the higher border of microscopy, l n as human sizes (the middle 
of macroscopy) and ij, as the lower border of megascopy. one can
not exclude the possibility of differences ln the metric ln ex
treme ranges; if no observation showed the difference, then still 
there would be the chance that the borders are beyond the present 
observations. 

No X-dcpendence is seen ln the macroscopic region. This 
rules out the possibility of a smooth monotonous change with 
X. There are two possibilities: l) a plateau between 1 0 and 
iL with serious monotonous changes ln the two asymptotic regions; 
and 11) three plateaus with two transition regions at 1 0 and 1^. 
In the present paper we choose the second possibility being sim
pler to visualize; this does not indicate any theoretical prefer
ence for Possibility ii) and observations are too scarce to sug
gest the choice. In addition, for definlteness we assume that 
gravity effects are increasing with increasing scales, not de
creasing. This hypothesis seems more physical than the opposite 
one because of the missing mass at large scales. 

Having introduced the above assumptions one can proceed as 
follows. Because of the results of EOtvOs-type experiments at 
comparable sizes gravity can still be geometrized, i.e. there ex
ists a metric gj K as 

ds» - g i Kdx*dx K (1) 
where now 

«iK = в 1 И(х ь.Х) (2) 
Then the problem arises, how is this metric determined by physi
cal laws. In usual General Relativity gj K is a solution of the 
Einstein equation, with the energy-momentum tensor on the right 
hand side. We do not suggest that this structure must be kept for 
X-dependent metrics, however we note that such a construction 
is still possible. Namely, for a given mass distribution as 
source there is a whole vamily of solutions, according to the 
free parameters of the solution, as constants of integration as 
well as the Cavendish constant multiplying all the source terms. 
It is possible that these parameters are X-dependent in gig, 
I.e. that different test objects Pick up different solutions of 
the Einstein equation. 
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However, for the present purposes we may be even less for
mal. Gravity is a deviation from Hlnkow;Xl metric. Let us write,' 
for example, that 

llfcU1.*) Z t) i k • f (X)Agik(X*) (3) 
where чц* ** t n e Minkowski metric. Then, according to our 
above ideas, f(X) is an increasing function with 3 plateaus 
and 2 transition regions located at x 0ai 0/i n * n < 1 »t 
4«»L/»h-

To be more quantitative, let us construct one of the sim
plest such functions. An obvious choice for a function with two 
constant asymptotics and a restricted transition region is 

h(x;a.b;c, x t) = K(b«a) • $b-a)tanh( (x-Xi )/c ) (4) 
This function has a transition in a region of several times с 
around Xf, while is practically a constant, a on the left and b 
on the right. 

How let us try with 
f(X) s h(x;a, K;c0. X 0) • 

* h(x;K. b-H;cL, x L) (5) 
with 

X i ln(A), Xi S ln(Aj) (6) 
A 4 s l t/l n; i = (o, L) 

where 
a<i, b>K (7) 

and the c's are appropriately chosen to get rapid but continuous 
transitions. 

The form (3-7) is indeed fairly simple and meets all the re
quirements listed above. The logarithmic variable in (6) is al
most compulsory because X changes in many orders of magnitude 
and specially going downward a linear variable would not lead to 
asymptotic behaviour. Hote that, e.g. 

h(x;a, b;c,Xi) = H(b*a) • K(b-a)f (X/Aj )»/ c
1-

(Ä/AirVCji/nx/Aj )*/«!• (*> 
(X/AiJ'VCjj 

which, for an appropriately small c, has a simple and satisfac
tory shape indeed. 

In a weak field approximation the above forms are equivalent 
with 3 different "effective" Cavendish constants aG, G and bG, 
respectively, where G is the value measured in planetary motion. 
Then not too far below i 0 the gravity would weaken to its lower 
"microscopic" strength, while above ij, a gravity effectively 
stronger by a factor b would be seen, mimicking similarly higher 
masses. 

The above crude model contains 6 parameters, namely l0, !]_,, 
a, b, c 0 and c L. Our guess is that the present data are insuffi
cient even to discuss the c's. The l's need a detailed discussion 
done in the next Section. Here we close with a and b. 

The value of a could be extracted from trajectories of mi
croscopic objects if anomaly were seen. However in this case the 
effects are very weak anyway, so we are afraid that no $eriou$ 
indication can be seen. However, for b we do have a suggestion 
(if the phenomenon exists at all). (Details will be given in the 
next Section. ) Here we note only that the already mentioned 
"missing mass problem" means some 80-90/ "hidden" (i.e. unseen) 
mass in galaxy clusters. This means that a choice 5<b<i0 conforms 
with the missing mass problem. 
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With this we are going to turn to the characteristic 
lengths. 
Э. ESTIMATIOMS OH 1 L AHD l 0 

For laboratory sizes (say between 1 and 100 cm) observations 
and torsion-pendulum experiments [8] directly show that the 
geodesic lines are independent of size. Therefore we do not in
vestigate this range, but start hence first upwards. For several 
orders of magnitude the most reliable check of size-independence 
comes from the comparison of observations and computations in ce
lestial mechanics. 

For illustration consider the Sun-Earth-Moon system. At the 
Moon the Newtonian gravitational "force" from the Sun is more 
than double of that fro« Earth. However, if the accelerations to
wards Sun exactly coincide, then the same orbital velocities of 
Earth and Hoon lead to the same average orbital distance from 
Sun. On the other hand, any difference in acceleration would re
sult in a linear anomaly seen as an eccentric orbit. Since such 
phenomena are unknown in celestial mechanics, one can conclude 
that the metric of the space-time is the same for all the ob
jects. (An analogous scheme led Bessel [9) to matter-independence 
of the Cavendish constant in the middle of the last century. ) It 
is pointless to estimate errors here until a clear deviation is 
not seen. 

Starting upwards from 10 cm, first terrestrial satellites 
can be used. In the 10 s cm range we can observe smaller moons and 
asteroids, while between 10 8 and 10*° cm the success of calculat
ing planetary perturbations imposes serious constraints on any 
size-dependence. 

Above planetary sizes the next 2-3 orders of magnitude can 
be checked by two different approaches: observations of motions 
of double stars and that of stellar orbits in galaxies. In the 
first case no serious deviations are observed; in the second mod
erate discrepancies are often reported between the masses di
rectly observed and calculated from Kepler orbits. However, be
cause of the double star observations these discrepancies cannot 
be regarded as size-dependent. Elnasto's observations [10] sug
gest that the deviations are to be explained by peripherlal neu
tral gaseous masses. Thus no effect is seen up to 10 1 2 cm. 

Here comes a substantial gap in possible objects whose mo
tions we can observe with the necessary accuracy. Stars are the 
first stable stationary systems in the segregation and collapse 
of the expanding and cooling matter of the Universe, so no bigger 
compact object is expected in the neighbouring ranges. Indeed, 
the next compact objects, the globular clusters appear only from 
10 1' cm, but their motions were not observed in the necessary ex
tent. 

The next compact objects (and the last ones in the present 
survey) are the galaxies of characteristic site -10 2 3 cm. Galaxy 
•otions under mutual gravity can be observed in two contexts: in 
our Local System and in galactic clusters. However, in the first 
case the statistics is bad. Namely, for galactic distances the 
only possibility for measuring velocities is to observe Doppler 
shifts, which, however, measure only the radial component. Total 
velocity and kinetic energy are reconstructed via statistic con-
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»iterations If the number of objects is sufficient, which is not 
so for the сса. го galaxies of the Local System. For an average 
galaxy cluster the number of objects is 103-10*. so there the 
analysis Is possible and has been done many times. 

The generally found result is that the observed kinetic en
ergy tends to exceed the gravitational one, in which case the 
galaxy clusters would be unbound, with a lifetime orders of mag
nitude shorter than the ages of clusters. Generally the Kinetic 
energy exceeds the potential one by one order of magnituo [11). 
For the explanation of this various ideas exist, of which the 
most widely used is the presence of lntergalactic dark matter 
(either black holes or WIMP's [11]). However, until this dark 
matter is not detected by any other way than its supposed gravi
tational effects, or no WIMP is found in cosmic radiation or lab
oratory, there is no proof that galaxies feel the same metric 
(gravity) as smaller objects. Therefore in principle size-depen
dence in gravitation may appear somewhere between 1 0 1 2 and io 2 3 

cm. On the other hand even at lm.o.~ l o Z 3 c m t n e eravitational 
anomaly, if it exists at all, is manifested only in a factor 10. 
Eq. (в) shows that the change is sudden near lj_. Therefore 10 2 3 

cm can be taken as the lower bound for 1 L in spite of the huge 
unobservable region between Ю 1 2 and 10 2 3 cm. 

How let us return to the laboratory sizes and start down
wards. It seems that no size dependence can appear down until 
molecular sizes (~10~7 cm), e.g. the barometric formula for the 
terrestrial atmosphere is correct with the gravitational acceler
ation measured in laboratory. There is no object between atomic 
and nuclear sizes, so there observations are impossible. For ele
mentary particles some acceleration measurements happened, but 
there the size is rather the spread of the wave function, orders 
of magnitude larger than the size of the particle. 

So there is no observed anomaly in geodesic motions down
wards. Therefore the only remaining possibility is to look for 
suggestions of theories which, of course, do not deal directly 
with our topics. There are 3 kinds of possible suggestions for 
other borderlines between macroscopy and microscopy which we may 
borrow for the present purpose: fundamental lehgth scales, scales 
of suspected new fundamental effects and scales where gravity may 
mix to something else. 

Two fundamental length scales have been seriously suggested. 
The first is the Planck length 

lpi : /hG/c"3* •» io~ 3 3 cm (9) 
of the "final" unification [i?.]. No doubt, approaching t.his scale 
the test particles would show strange behaviour (e.g. picking up 
quantum fluctuations), but a scale of 10~ 3 3 cm is far too small 
to be relevant. The other is Heisenbergs elementary length ~10" 
1 3 cm [13]. This comes naturally from particle masses via 

1H - h/mc ~ io~ 1 3 cm. (Ю) 
To be sure, no clear prediction exists for changing the gravita
tional law at 10" 1 3 cm, except for some ideas of "stronf grav
ity". However, if 1ц is indeed a fundamental scale, and if tne 
law changes somewhere, the change may happen there. 

As for new fundamental effects, most of them were invented 
in connection to the supposed border separating quantum mi
croscopy from classical macroscopy. When such .-» borrt«riine is 
siggested in size, it is generally -1 мпь However, we have seen 
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that normal gravity is proven below this size. From non-rela-
tlvlstlc quantum gravity another dividing line is predicted [14], 
but not for size, so it is immaterial here. 

The third possibility is the mixing of gravity and other 
phenomena at small sizes. If it happens, it becomes difficult to 
separate disturbing fields acting on the test particle, so the 
metric cannot anymore be unambigously deduced. This may happen in 
the above mentioned "strong gravity", or in multidimensional uni
fication of gravity and Interactions of particle physical fields. 

Multidimensional general relativity theories always mix 
gravity (e.g. 4 dimensional curvature) with some fields which are 
the effective manifestations of the extra dimensions. In addition 
these extra dimensions must be compact and microscopic for being 
úirectiy unobservabie., tnerefore tney yield microscopic charac
teristic length scales. To be sure, again in Kaiuza-Klein type 
theories [6] the multidimensional metric does not depend on the 
observer^ size. However, if one wants to permit such a depen
dence then it is expected at some fundamental length scale, and 
the mentioned scale is fundamental. 

In the acme of Reggelstlcs [15] it was more or less common
place to consider the observed particles as recurrences or exci
tations of a few fundamental ones. If so, then it is not impossi
ble that the Increasing mass is some result of internal motions. 
This internal motion may happen in the extra dimensions, say, on 
a sphere. Being this kinetic energy a subject of quantization 
(e.g. through the angular momentum), one obtains a spectrum. If 
this is roughly comparable to the measured one, then from the 
characteristic differences in the rest masses one gets 

1 0 - hAc - 10" 1 3 cm (11) 
which is again the Heisenberg scale. Since today tie spectrum is 
believed to correspond to relative motions of quarks in the 4 di
mensional space, the latter argument has lost a good part of its 
weicht. 

It is somewhat questionable whether one can deduce scales 
from the charges of fields which result from the extra dimen
sions. This will be demonstrated on the example of the 5-dimen-
slonal Eaiuza-Klein theory. 

Let us start with a 5-dimenslonal line element 
ds» = gaP(x<4dxadxP; a = l,...,0 (12) 

Assuming symmetry in the unobservabie fifth dimension 
«op : eaßdt1); 1 = 1 4 (13) 

The symmetry (almost) fixes the fifth coordinate which is assumed 
to be cyclic with a perimeter 2ni 0 in s. 

Now let us parametrize the line element as 
ds» s g r sdx rdx* • iiuQ * A Pdx r)* (14) 
Я ш a +2nv 

Then the action Integral of the vacuum Einstein equation reads as 
I : (2lM 0/16nG») (B r

r-v f FpjFr'JvF? d*X, (15) 

Flic ' *R. i " A l f k; g s det(g l k) 
and G' is the iive-dimensional gravity constant. By structural 
similarity the most widespread opinion is that the field F i K is 
electromagnet ism, i.e. the extra dimension generates electromag-
netlsm plus a so far unobserved corresponding scalar field. If 
this is so, then they can be distinguished from gravity only be-
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cause 1 0 has shrunken far below the extensions of the familiar 
three space dimensions. 

Accepting this interpretation for the moment, it follows 
that the charge accompanying the field has a quantum e, which is 
thought to be generated by motion in the extra dimension. Then 
charge quantization obtains its natural explanation from the com
pact if lcat Ion, whence 1 0 is calculable as [16] 

1 0 = (гп/еоУЗ* . (16) 
This radius is » Ю ~ з г cm, close to the Planck radius. However 
there are serious arguments against identifying the generated F i K 

with the electromagnetic field. Hamely, with no kind of timelike 
motion in five dimensions can an originally neutral particle get 
such an effective charge that (e/m)eff>yi6*G', while for an elec
tron e/(mVi6»G) »10 г о (which is the so called large mass prob
lem). A five dimensional tachyon could have such a specific 
charge, but then e/m7G* would decrease in the cosmological evolu
tion, so the present high value would again be hardly understood 
[17. iej. 

The smoothest way out is to refuse the temptation to iden
tify the generated new field with the electromagnetic one. The 
inequality shows that the generated interaction cannot be 
stronger than gravity for any particle. Such weak interactions 
are almost impossible to be measured though they still may exist. 
Decreasing the charge accordingly by 20 orders of magnitude in 
eq. (16), it results in IQ-10" 1^ cm, which is again near to the 
Heisenberg scale. This is now the lower limit for the scale 
(except for the Planck scale, which, however, practically could 
not be observed). 

The possibble existence of such "effective" fields and tne 
difficulties to distinguish them from gravity can be demonstrated 
by Fishbach's reevaluatlon [19] of the Eötvös experiment [6], and 
by the subsequent argumentation. Not trying to take sides in 
that, Fishbach's finding for a hypercnarge-dependent 
"gravitational" acceleration can be produced by a field of infi
nite range with a coupling Q to the hypercharge 

Q ~ Ю"*тУ<Г (17) 
which in turn can be a consequence of extra dimensions of the or
der B-10"9 cm. 

To close this point, one can be fairly certain that the met
ric of the space-time, measured from free motions, is practically 
independent of the size of the observer (test particle) between 
10 1 1 cm and 10~ 7 cm. Far above 10 1 1 cm (for galaxies in galaxy 
clusters, i.e. at 10 г з cm) the observations do show some anoma
lies but we do not know anything about the details of the situa
tion. On the other hand, in the microscopic regime such an 
anomaly never was even suggested by observations. However it is 
still possible, and if it exists, the most probable location of 
the change is between 10~ 9 and Ю " 1 3 cm. 
4. COHCLUSIOH 

We have investigated in this paper whether the metric in a 
given space-time point is unique, or dependent also on the prop
erties of the test object. At first step we have looked aiter the 
possible size-dependence of the test object of the metric. 
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On the bas i s of some p h i l o s o p h i c a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s we have 
introduced the parameter A = l e e a s u r i n g object/ 1 human* * п й i n 

Eqs. ( 3 - 6 ) we have g iven a m e t r i c *ensor (probably the s imples t 
p o s s i b l e form) wi th such a л-dependence when -he d i f f e r e n c e 
occurs on ly between d l f f e r e r t domains (micro, macro and mega) of 
p h y s i c s . This form mlmlcks 3 d i f f e r e n t g r a v i t y coupl ings 
(Cavendish c o n s t a n t s ) , each c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f o r a domain. Then the 
s i g n a l of approaching a s c a l e (a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X v a l u e ) 
would be f e l t as a " g r a v i t a t i o n a l anomaly". 

One cannot dec ide from o b s e r v a t i o n s if a s c a l e does not ex
i s t or i s very extreme. So a r e s u l t ge t s the form of a lower 
l i m i t f o r the h igher s c a l e 1^ and an upper l i m i t f o r the lower 
one 1 0 . Direct o b s e r v a t i o n s exc lude l t < l 0 1 1 cm and l o > l 0 ~ 7 cm. 
However, appended the o b s e r v a t i o n s with t h e o r e t i c a l c o n s i d e r a 
t i o n s , much s tronger l i m i t s are obtained. It turns out tha t no 
evidence i s found against an anomaly i f l ^ M O 2 3 cm ("missing 
mass") . As for 1 0 , no c l e a r g r a v i t a t i o n a l anomaly has been seen 
f o r m i c r o p a r t l c l e s , but in t h i s domain the g r a v i t y i s a lready in 
c o n v e n i e n t l y weak for measurements. Various t h e o r i e s p r e d i c t pos
s i b l e "anomalies" (mixing of grav i ty to something e l s e ) , and the 
• o s t probable l o c a t i o n f o r such a s ca l e i s between 1 0 ~ 9 and i o ~ 1 3 

cm. 
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Footnotes: 

l)It should be pointed out that there were several attempts *.c 
prove that the laws of nature cannot manifest themselves for us 
in any different form as we know them [1,2,3]. One, however, 
should point out either that none of these attempts led to a fi
nal proof of this statement. Further on, even if this were to 
succeed, the basic epistemological problem mentioned above still 
would remain unsolved. 
2)Some authors as e.g. W. BQchel [7], following the argument of 
Max Born (that the electromagnetic field has to be quantized 
since its sources, the charges and currents, are quantized), pos
tulated that below some sizes the metric has to be quantized too, 
because its sources, the rest masses of elementary particles, are 
also quantized. 
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